
 
Abstract—This paper proposes a new Digital Currency Sys-

tem for India. The fundamental concepts of the system and the 

security properties required are specified using a formal speci-

fication language Z. An abstract specification is given here and 

it has to be further refined to a detailed concrete specification 

closer to implementation. 

 

Index Terms—Formal methods, Z specification, functional  

security properties, electronic money. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We require quality software that is reliable and safety 

critical [1]-[4]. Thiscan avoid spectacular catastrophes such 

as air crashes, loss of life due to overdose of radiation, colli-

sion of trains etc. which are consequences of software de-

fects or faults [5]. Despite fifty years of progress in software 

construction, software engineering has not yet been able to 

become a mature engineering discipline [1] and [6]. The 

formal methods approach can help develop rigorous, precise 

and unambiguous specifications that can be verified (detect-

ing flaws in the software design) providing a stronger basis 

for the construction of reliable and quality software [7] and 

[8]. Formal methods provide the specifier and developer 

freedom to experiment (and commit mistakes) as formal 

methods are capable of detecting and exposing these mis-

takes [1] and [9].  

Formal methods specify what a system must do but does 

not tell how this is to be achieved. There are several formal 

methods available: Z, RAISE etc. Most formal methods for 

specification employ elementary mathematics such as pre-

dicate calculus, propositional logic, and set theory and proof 

techniques such as natural deduction systems to specify the 

functionality of the system [10] and [11]. Non-functional 

but technical performance requirements such as usability, 

performance, size, security, reliability and concurrent beha-

viors are usually not specified using formal methods. This 

paper uses a Z specification approach which is based on 

schemas that define state variables and operations and tran-

sitions that the state variables undergo. The schemas com-

bined with natural language helps make the specification 

comprehensible to the client or developer of the system 

[10]. 

Financial systems require a high degree of security and 

system consistency. Clear and elegant designs lead to better 

engineering. The first phase in software construction is col-

lection and analysis of user requirements (Requirements 

Engineering). This process involves the conversion of in-

formal specification by the client/end-user into a specifica-
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tion that could be understood by the designer/developer and 

the programmer who writes the code. Understanding the 

domain or domain engineering is a part of systems analysis 

and design of a new system where an existing manual 

process needs comprehension (usually this addresses ques-

tions like „What is a financial system of a country? What is 
a University system? What is Railway system?‟ etc. [12]. 

In this paper we provide an abstract system prescription 

of the new proposed system using Z (Section II). This speci-

fication will have to be further refined and developed into a 

concrete system. The abstract and refined concrete versions 

have to be verified using formal proof techniques before it 

is passed to the developer for constructing the software. 

 

II. DIGITAL CURRENCY SYSTEM 

There is a significant move toward reducing the extent of 

paper based payment instruments (cash and cheques) in 

modern payment systems. With the advent of computers 

and telecommunication networks that have become ubiquit-

ous, it is possible to envisage a digital currency system that 

turns banknotes into abstract, virtual and digital form. One 

of the first initiatives in this direction was the Mondex expe-

riment. Mondex primarily failed due to pervasive non-

availability of terminals in the market ecosystem that could 

make payment transactions between customers‟ smart cards 

(that carried the digital form of monetary value) with mer-

chants [13]. Since then with today‟s level of sophistication 
the smart card option for digital currency have to abandoned 

due to possible side channel attacks that could compromise 

security (AES keys can be compromised within 0.01 

seconds) [14]. Therefore, here we propose a model for a 

digital currency system where the actual value of the digital 

currency is stored in the form of purses in a central server 

(Fig. 1) and transactions between purses are made through 

mobile phones.  

 

III. Z SPECIFICATION OF DIGITAL CURRENCY 

In order to build the abstract specification, the tool Z-

EVES is used. The Abstract Model will have three compo-

nents: State, Actions and Functional Security Properties. 

Each component is explained separately in the following 

sub-sections. 

A. States 

Batua: Each Mobile_Owner will have his own Batua 

maintained by the TTP. Each Batua will consist of two 

components: Shesh and Abhukt.  

 

AbBatua  [shesh: N; abhukt: N] 

Payment Details: Each Batua will have a unique identifi-
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cation- Mobile Number. The set of Mobile Numbers will be 

declared as-[MOBILE_NUMBER]. There will be a set of 

messages forenabling transaction would be through messag-

es. Any message should belong to this set for successfully 

accomplishing a transfer transaction. This set will be de-

noted as- [SANDESH]. In order to transfer value from the 

Remitter to the Remittee - the mobile numbers of the „Re-

mitter‟ and „Remittee and the value of the amount to be 

transferred, has to be sent to the TTP with the help of a 

„Sandesh.‟  A batua cannot do a transaction with itself, i.e. 

Remitter  Remittee. Even zero value payments are al-

lowed. 

PaymentDetails[remitter,remittee:    

MOBILE_NUMBER; value: N; msg: SANDESH] 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Model of the proposed system. 

 
TABLE I: NAMES USED IN THE SPECIFICATION 

Hindi Names used 

in the specification 

Their meaning 

Batua Purse or Wallet of the Mobile_Owner 

which will be maintained at the TTP 

Shesh Component of the batua used to denote 

the ecash available in a particular Batua. 

Abhukt Component of the batua which will record 

the value of unsettled transaction. 

Sandesh Denotes the set of valid messages. 

Samooh Means collection. Here AbstractSamooh 

means collection of Abstract purses. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Encash operation. 

 

Abstract Samooh: The database will consist of authentic 

batuas. There can be finite number of authentic batuas only. 

The database will have a well-defined systemic total value 

to ensure that the system is consistent. 

 

Ab-

stractSmooh[abAuthBatua:MOBILE_NUMEBERAbBa

tua; totalAbShesh:N; totalAbhukt:N] 

 

B. Actions 

The abstract model will consist of four actions (i.e. opera-

tions):  

Abstract Input/Output: The input during any transfer 

could be either payment details needed for the transfer of 

the value from the Remitter‟s Batua to the Remittee‟s Batua 
or there could be no input at all. 

AbNeglect: AbNeglect means that nothing is done. Any 

operation has the option of securely doing nothing. This 

means whatever the input is null or for some Transfer De-

tails, the output will be null. This operation has been de-

fined keeping in mind the situation of some attack in the 

network during the transaction like Man-in-the-middle at-

tack, Replay attack, Denial-of Service attack etc. In case if 

any of such attack is detected by the system (more specifi-

cally the communication protocol) then the transfer should 

stop without being carried out. 

Abstract Payment: A transfer operation changes only two 

relevant components of a batua: shesh and abhukt. 

 

AbBatuaPayment AbBatua\(shesh, abhukt) 

 

During a transfer operation state of only two batuas 

change: „Remitter‟ batua, „Remittee‟ batua. State of all the 

other purses remains unchanged.  

 

AbstarctSamoohSafeAction [AbstractAction; Pay-

mentDetails? | {remitter? ,remittee?} abAuthBatua‟ = 

{remitter? ,remittee?} abAuthBatua] 

Whenever a payment is done, it has to be between two 

distinct authentic batuas. Also the remitter should have ade-

quate balance in his batua (see under heading Functional 

Security Properties). Also the Sandesh used for communica-

tion should be valid. The transaction could either be suc-

cessful (AbstractPerfectPayment action) or it may fail due 

to various reasons like discharge of mobile phone, network 

failure, system failure, etc. In such case the unsettled value 

should not be lost; rather it should be stored in the Abhukt 

component of Batua (AbstractAbhuktPayment action). In 

case if some attack is detected then the transaction would be 

neglected (AbNeglect) and would not proceed. So Abstract 

Payment would be specified as: 

 

AbstractPayment  AbstractPerfectPayment 

AbstractAbhuktPayment AbstractNeglect 

 

Each individual part of AbstractPayment is separately 

specified in Z but due to space constraint only one modules‟ 
Z specification has been included here. 
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AbstractPerfectPaymentDetails 

AbstractSamoohSafeAction 

Authentic[remitter?/mnum?] 

Authentic[remittee?/mnum?] 

AdequateBalance 

remittee?remitter? 

msg?SANDESH 

abAuthBatua‟ remitter?  = (AbBatua | AbBa-

tua=abAuthBatua remitter?shesh‟=shesh-value?  

abhukt‟=abhukt AbBatuaPaymentAbBatua‟) 
abAuthBatua‟ remittee? = (AbBatua |  

AbBatua=abAuthBatuaremittee? 

shesh‟=shesh+value?  abhukt‟=abhukt AbBatuaPay-

mentAbBatua‟) 
 

 

EnCash Operation: A batua holder can also surrender e-

cash (i.e. digital value) and get the equivalent amount of 

physical cash. This is done through Encash operation.  A 

bank has accounts of its customers and also of ATM‟s in it 

ledgers. Banks also maintain details of total outflow and 

inflow of cash in a separate ledger head. When digital cur-

rency is introduced banks need to maintain details of physi-

cal cash as well as outflow and inflow of digital currency. 

So the bank maintains two accounts for this purpose: 

OUT_CASH and OUT_ECASH. Steps involved in the En-

cash operation to redeem physical currency from physical 

currency are given in Fig. 2. First the customer who is the 

owner of the „Mobile_Device1‟ and „Batua1‟ goes to the 

ATM and selects the option of “Redeem Cash‟ and enters 
the value to be surrendered. This value (say x) will be de-

bited from „Batua 1‟ and credited to the „ATM_Batua 1‟. 
Then value x will be transferred from ATM‟s Batua 

(ATM_Batua1) to ATM‟s bank account and debited from 

„ATM-Acc 1‟. This value x has to move out of bank as 
cash, so the „OUT_CASH‟ is credited with value x. Finally 
the customer collects the cash from the ATM. 

During the Encash operation there might be an exception 

that user fails to get the cash even after the completion of 

the operation. This might be due to system failure, network 

failure or any other problem. In such cases we‟ll have to be 
sure that the value is not lost. If the transaction remains un-

settled due to any reason then the value would not be lost, 

rather it would be stored in the abhukt component of the 

„Remitter‟s‟ batua.  All other components of the „Remit-
ter‟s‟ batua will remain unchanged. All the other batuas in 
the Samooh, including the „Remittee‟s‟ batua will remain 

unchanged. There will have to be a reconciliation process to 

reconcile value not remitted to any other account and re-

store it to its owner. 

C. Functional Security Properties 

The following functional security properties have to be 

adhered to so that the system is secure against malicious 

misuse or attacks. Four main properties are specified below: 

Zero Value Creation (Security Property 1): No value 

should be created in the system i.e. the aggregate balance of 

all the Batuas in the database at the TTP should be the same 

after the payment as it was before the payment was done. 

ZeroValueCreation [AbstractSamooh |                  

totalAbShesh‟ totalAbShesh] 

All Value Accounted For (Security Property 2): This 

means that the sum of all the balances in the „Shesh‟ and 
„Abhukt‟ component of the Batua does not change. 
AllValueAccountedFor [AbstractSamooh |  

totalAbShesh‟ + totalAbhukt‟ = totalAbShesh +  
totalAbhukt 

Authentic Batuas (Security Property 3): A transfer can 

occur only between Authentic Batuas. Any Authentic Batua 

is recognized by the mobile number of the Batua holder. 

Authentic[AbstractSamooh;mnum?: MOBILE_NUMBER 

| mnum? domabAuthBatua] 

Adequate Balance (Security Property 3): A transfer can 

occur only if there is adequate balance in the „Remitter‟s‟ 
Batua. 

AdequateBalance [AbstractSamooh; PaymentDetails? | 

value?  (abAuthBatua remitter?).shesh] 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper specifies the functional  requirements of a 

proposed new system for a nation wide electronic currency 

system. With advent of ubiquitous networks and millions of 

mobile users, the implementation of the system will require 

a complex system comprising of a strong mobile encryption 

technology, telecomunication network (with a mobile pro-

tocol similar to Secure Sockets Layer in the Internet space), 

and a high performance application with distributed data-

bases that can concurrently serve millions of users.  

As this is a financial application, integrity and security of 

transactions are prime concerns. The system also needs a 

high level of consistency to be able to keep all digital value 

in the system from loss or from the introduction of counter-

feit currency. The paper achieves this by formally specify-

ing the requirements in Z notation. 
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